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Glossary of terms
This glossary defines the key terms used in this dissertation. It draws on legislation
and statutory guidance relating to the child protection system in England and Wales,
primarily the Children Act (1989); Children Act (2004) and Working Together to
Safeguard Children (HM Government, 2018).
Child protection
Child protection lies at one end of the spectrum of services and powers aimed at
safeguarding and promoting children’s welfare. It refers to activities undertaken to
protect specific children who are suffering, or are likely to suffer, significant harm. In
England and Wales child protection starts with enquiries under section 47, Children
Act (1989).
Child protection system
This refers to the framework of procedures, laws, policies and services in England and
Wales that work together to safeguard and promote children’s welfare.
Child protection processes
This refers to the discrete range of activities involved in investigating and then
intervening to address suspected, actual, or likely harm to a specific child, as defined
under section 31, Children Act (1989).
In England and Wales “child protection processes” are understood as having three
main parts: initial concerns about suspected, actual or likely significant harm to a
specific child are first investigated via child protection enquiries under section 47 of
the Children Act (1989); decisions may then made about how to best to safeguard the
child and whether or not to hold a child protection conference; depending on the
outcome of the child protection conference, support and help to reduce the identified
harms to the child may then be provided via a child protection plan.
The term “child protection processes” is used in this dissertation to refer to children’s
overall experiences of all or any of these processes.
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Child protection enquiries
This refers to the set of activities specified under section 47, Children Act 1989 as
being required to investigate information or concern about whether a child is
experiencing actual or likely significant harm.
Child protection conference
According to Working Together to Safeguard Children (HM Government, 2018), an
initial child protection conference is a multi-agency meeting which “brings together
family members (and the child where appropriate) with the supporters, advocates and
practitioners most involved with the child and family to make decisions about the child’s
future safety, health and development” (p. 46). If actual harm or likely harm to the child
is substantiated, “decisions will be made regarding what actions are needed to protect
the child” (p.46), co-ordinated via a multi-agency child protection plan.
The child’s developmental progress against child protection plan outcomes are
subsequently reviewed at a second, review child protection conference, and a decision
made about whether the child is continuing to suffer or is likely to suffer significant
harm, and whether the child protection plan should continue or should be changed.
Child protection plan
According to Working Together to Safeguard Children (HM Government, 2018, p.46),
a child protection plan is a multi-agency plan with clear actions and timescales,
including a clear sense of how much improvement is needed, by when, so that its
success in addressing actual or likely harm to the child and promoting their future
safety, health and development can be judged clearly.
Child protection core group
According to Working Together to Safeguard Children (HM Government, 2018, p.49),
this refers to the core group of practitioners, supporters and family members (including
the child where appropriate) jointly responsible for developing and implementing the
child protection plan for an individual child or young person.
Child protection core group meetings
According to Working Together to Safeguard Children (HM Government, 2018, p.49)
this refers to meetings of members of the core group of professionals, family members
and the child where appropriate. Their purpose is to monitor progress and outcomes
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of the actions agreed in the child protection plan in between child protection
conferences and refine the plan as needed.
Child protection decision-making processes
This refers to children’s overall experiences of professional decision-making during
child protection processes. This is justified on the basis that it was extremely unusual
for participants to refer to decisions made at specific meetings.
Child protection intervention
This refers to the range of services and powers delivered via child protection plans or
other processes (e.g. via public law proceedings), aimed at either: enabling the child
to continue to be cared for by their families where this is deemed sufficiently safe; or
activities and interventions resulting in the child being placed in out-of-home care
where this is considered necessary to protect them from harm.
Looked After Child
Looked after child is used to refer to study participants who were living in out-of-home
care. It refers to a child accommodated by the local authority, as the result of either:
an Interim or Full Care Order (under section 38 or 31, Children Act 1989) or a voluntary
agreement with the child’s parents or legal guardians (under section 20, Children Act
1989). Looked After Children in this study were placed either with foster carers or in
residential children's homes.
Looked After Children’s review meeting
This refers to meetings that must be held at regular intervals under Children Act (1989)
guidance and regulations: Volume 2: care planning, placement and review
(Department for Education, 2015). The purpose of these meetings is to: ensure that
adequate plans are in place to safeguard and promote the welfare of children living in
out-of-home care; and to make recommendations, as necessary, for changes to those
plans.
Child in need
Child in need refers to young people in this study who were receiving support and
services under section 17 (10) (b) or (c), Children Act 1989. Under this section a child
is defined as being in need if: his/her health or development is likely to be significantly
impaired, or further impaired, without the provision for him/her of such services; or
he/she is disabled.
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Child in need plan
Child in need plans detail the actions and services required to promote children’s
welfare and development. Unlike child protection plans children and families can
choose whether or not to accept the support and services on offer. Child in need plans
are sometimes used as a way of continuing to provide support when the harm to the
child has reduced so that a child protection plan is no longer considered to be required.
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Participant Interview Question and Activity Matrix
Task/Question
Explaining study aims

Activity
Information Sheet

Gaining consent

Information sheet (written/audio)
Consent form 1. Parent/Carer
2. Young Person (written/
symbol/verbal consent)

Setting ground rules
Setting up recording equipment

Information sheet
Stop-go card/ who’s on the mic?

Getting to know you

e.g. My week tool to describe
- your best day/activities/ routine

How do these young people see Who’s in your world?
themselves within their families and wider Ecomap – buttons/stickers/figures/
social networks?
How do these young people view their
relationships with different
professionals?

Helping people cards

What worries and concerns do these Worry people
young people have? What or who helps Helping people cards
them feel safe?
What information and understanding do
these young people have about being or
having been the subject of a child
protection plan?
What are their experiences of being
asked their views or of having decisions
explained to them?
What are these young people’s views and 5 things about your social worker – outline of
experiences of having a social worker?
hand/points of a star
What would these young people like to
be different in their lives?

Three wishes exercise

Conclusion and Debriefing

Debriefing sheet
Concluding activity e.g. drawing/stickers/
iPad game/putty
Thank you card/certificate/store voucher
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Details of Questions and related Activities
Explaining study aims and gaining consent/assent
Information sheet and consent forms for young person and parent/carer
Setting ground rules
Before getting started participants will be:
•
•

Able to familiarise themselves with the stop-go card and recording equipment.
Asked if they are happy to carry on and start recording.

Getting to know you
I will start by showing young people the activity materials which will be stored in a box.
I will then give them the My week tool (Christensen and James (2008) to complete to tell
me about their interest, what they like doing, about the school they go to, family
routines.
How do these young people see themselves within their families and wider social
networks?
I will ask participants to construct an eco-map, choosing stickers/ counters or figures on
coloured paper or template of circles. These will represent and prompt discussion about
the people closest to them.
I will use widget symbols or similar with young people with communication
impairments/learning difficulties.
How do these young people view their relationships with different people,
including professionals?
Participants relationships with the people in their lives represented in the eco-map will be
further explored using helping people cards.
Helping people cards (Cossar, Brandon and Jordan 2011)
Photos or talking mat symbols will be used to explore participants views about the roles
of different professionals in their lives.
What worries and concerns do these young people have? What or who helps them
feel safe?
Young people will be asked to identify at least three things they are worried about or that
concern them, using a worry doll to represent each worry (Cossar et al 2011)
Helping people cards will be used to discuss with participants who they might go to or tell
about their worries or concerns.
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What information and understanding do these young people have about being or
having been the subject of a child protection plan? / What are their experiences of
being asked their views or of having decisions explained to them?
Pots and beans activity (O’Kane 2008)
Thomas and O’Kane used this activity to explore the views of looked after young people
about their involvement in review meetings but could be adapted to discuss participants
experiences of being consulted and involved in decisions about being the subject of a child
protection plan. A number of pots are labelled with a different aspect of being involved
in decision-making. Within child protection process some suggested labels might be:
•
•
•
•
•

How much are you asked what you think by professionals?
How much are you listened to?
How much do you know about why professionals come to see you?
How much do you know about what happens at meeting?
How much do you know about any decisions that have been made about you?

Young are asked to put up to three beans in each pot depending on whether they think
each pot deserved where 3 = a lot, 2 = some, 1 = none, and asked to explain their choices.
O’Kane (2008) reports this activity to be successful with children with learning difficulties
owing, attributed to making abstract concepts more concrete and easier to understand.
What are these young people’s views and experiences of having a social worker?
Participants will be specifically asked to list 5 things about their social worker e.g.:
Do they know the name of their social worker
Do they know why have a social worker?
What do they think about their social worker
How often do they see them?
Is it often enough?
What do they do together?
What would these young people like to be different in their lives?
Young People will be asked to identify things about their lives that they would change if
they had three wishes. They will be given a magic lamp template to complete or a magic
wand. If they have not mentioned the impact of their impairment on their everyday lives
they will be asked specifically about this during this activity (Connors and Stalker 2003).
Conclusion and De-briefing
I will go through the information on the debriefing sheet with participants and thank them
for their time and agreeing to take part (see Appendix 9). In recognition of the value of
their time they will be given a thank you card, certificate and a £10 voucher. Participants
will be offered to choose an informal activity to conclude the session, such as a game on
the iPad, or craft activity.
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Parent Carer Interview schedule
Questions and prompts
1. Thank very much for agreeing to talk to me, can you start by telling me a
little bit about yourself and your family?
How many of you live here? Have you always lived in? How would you
describe yourself as a family? What is important to you?
2. Can you tell me a little bit about [young person’s name]?
How would you describe their personality? What is important to them?
What do they enjoy doing? How would you describe your relationship
with them?
3. I understand [young person’s name] has a disability, can you tell me a
little bit about that?
Do you feel it raises any particular issues for [young person’s name]?
Do you feel it has changed you as parent(s)/carer(s) and as a family, what
has made things easier or harder?
4. Can you tell me about your experiences of working with professionals
to support [young person’s name]?
Who has been most important/ help you the most? What would you
have liked to have been done differently?
5. Can you tell me about the support [young person’s name] and your
family has received from social workers and children’s social care?
How did they get involved? In what ways has it been helpful or unhelpful?
What is your experience of social workers? How would you describe their
relationship with [young person’s name]?
6. Can you tell me a little bit about your family’s experiences of child
protection [or young person’s experiences if living in care]?
What was your experience of the process, attending meetings? Did you feel
your social worker/other professionals kept you and your child informed and
listened to your views? How could things have been handled better? Do you
think there needs to be a child protection system?
7. Can you tell me about the support [young person’s name] and your
family are receiving from social workers now?
What has been helpful/unhelpful? What would you like to be different?
8. What advice would you give to someone who was training to become a
social worker?
9. What are your hopes for [young person’s name]’s future and for all of
you as a family?
10. Thanks very much for taking part, do you have anything you want to ask
me about the project?
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See me!Ask Me! Listen to me!

Equal Lives Youth Forum Terms of Reference
Aim
For my PhD research project, I want to find out what disabled young people
think about having a social worker and receiving support during Child
Protection.
I would like to involve Youth Forum members in helping to design and improve
the activities and leaflets for use in interviews with young people.
What would be involved?
If the young people and Youth Forum Steering Group agree I would like to:
Come along to a Youth Forum meeting to get young people’s advice and
suggestions on how to improve my research.
Present some information about my project and briefly explain the child
protection process and discuss research leaflets and activities.
Visit again a few weeks later to get young people’s feedback on the
updated research materials.
Involve young people in testing out and getting their feedback on the
activities to be used during interviews
All Youth Forum members or a smaller group of volunteers would take part
depending on group interest and views of the Youth Forum Steering Group.
Each session would last about an hour. Each young person will receive a £10
store voucher at the end of the second session to thank them for their time.
Consent, confidentiality and safeguarding
Young people will receive written information about the project
beforehand.
Information about the project will be discussed at the start of sessions to
check young people understand what they are being asked to do, are
happy to take part and answer any questions.
Young people can change their mind about taking part, leave the session
or take a break at any time.
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The identity of all young people taking part will be kept confidential.
Sessions will take place during scheduled Youth Forum meetings
If any young person raises an issue of concern about their safety or that
of another young person to Youth Forum support staff or myself, the
researcher, appropriate action will be taken, and support offered
according to Youth Forum Safeguarding Procedures.
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See me!Ask Me! Listen to me!

Equal Lives Youth Forum Information Sheet
Hello!
Thank you for letting me come and talk to you about my project
I want to hear your ideas about how to explain my project to young
people and make taking part fun
There are 3 things I want to talk to you about:
1.

Information for Young People about the Project

2.

How to communicate with Young People

3.

Questions and Activities for Young People

I would like to meet with you twice. The first time we will talk about
Information for Young People and your ideas about good
communication. If there is enough time we will do some activities.
In the second session I will show you the changes I’ve made to the
Information for Young People. We will have a go at the activities and
you can let me know what you think!

THANKS FOR TAKING PART
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Draft Project Flyer for Young People

Summary feedback on Flyer from Youth Forum Members (from notes
made by Youth Forum Project Officer during session)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More pictures
Larger font
PhD is not an understandable term, maybe use the term “project”
A5 double sided on card picture on one side/ information on other
Young people in logo picture too “young” – find one with older
Include photo of UEA – Jane to bring some next time
Use clearer picture of Jane
Words hard to read on the blue background (comment from young
person with visual impairment)
Use same colours front and back
Larger, clearer title
More information about what the project involves
Give contact details for Jane in case young person doesn’t want to go
through their social worker
Add easy read pictures
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Project Flyer following consultation with Equal Lives Youth Forum
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Draft Information sheet for Young People (Easy read)

See me!Ask Me! Listen to me!

See me! Ask me! Listen to me!
My name is Jane Hernon. I am a PhD student at the University of East Anglia

If you cannot get through to one of the phone lin
try again.
I would really like to hear about your ideas and thoughts about the help you
get with keeping safe

If you tell someone your worries and they do
first time or will not listen, tell them again or
else you trust. Or you can get in touch with a
Our talk will be in private, I won’t tell anyonethis
whatfact
you sheet.
said

What will happen if I talk to someone?

The idea of talking about wha
I
am
too
scared
Unless you tell me you or someone else is not safe and needsyour
help.life can be scary. If you o
to tell you.
is being abused or harmed in
might be worried about what w
someone.

You can ask for the interview to stop at any time. It will take no longer than
one hour.

You are in control
of how much information you wa
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You do not have to give your name and address i
If you contact one of the services listed in this fact

You can say yes or no. It is up to you whether you take part.

If you do want to take part, please ask someone to help you read the form

If you would like to talk to me, I would be very grateful if you could sign the
attached form and return it.

Taking part is your chance to say what you think. You will receive a £10
voucher for your time

If you would like to know more about the project, please contact me by post,
by telephone, or by email.

School of Social Work
UEA, Norwich NR4 7TJ

01603 592068 J.Hernon@uea.co.uk
9.30am – 5 pm

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and for your help.

J
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Summary feedback on Flyer from Youth Forum Members (from notes
made by Youth Forum Project Officer during session)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Picture about not being safe isn’t clear – add thought bubble and
include easy read symbol about asking for help
Include 2 or 3 pictures about keeping information private
Would be better if all of the pictures were in colour (draft only has a
little bit of colour
Put the easy-read symbols in boxes like in the Youth Forum Referral
Form (example provided)
Have picture of a no entry sign with no names underneath as well as
picture of a file with a lock on it
Include picture of stop sign and of a cup of tea to represent taking a
break
Comments on logo and clearer picture of Jane etc as for Flyer
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Information sheet for Young People (easy read) following consultation
with Equal Lives Youth Forum

See us !Ssk Us! Listen to us!

My name is Jane Hernon. I would like your help with my project.

I want to hear what you and your family think about young people,
disability, getting help from social workers and feeling safe

No names

Our talk will be in private, I won’t tell anyone what you said
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Unless you tell me you or someone else is not safe and needs help

1 hour

Our talk should take about an hour, but you can stop or take a
break at any time.

This is a chance for you to have your say. You could help improve
support for young people. You will be offered a £10 voucher

You can say yes or no. It is your choice to take part or not

Centre for Research on
Children and Families
UEA, Norwich NR4 7TJ

07741123572

J.Hernon@uea.co.uk

Want to take part? Please contact me or your social worker
THANKS!

J
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Fieldnotes and reflections on pilot interview with Nicola
Notes on Methods - What worked well?
Nicola was able to talk well, although I found some of her words difficult to
understand.
Information sheet/ consent form
Nicola seemed to be happy to speak to me. She remembered my photo from
the information sheet and that the project was about listening and having social
workers.
Nicola seemed able to understand easy read consent form (helped confirm
appropriate level for young person with moderate learning difficulties). Having
seen information sheet before, which is quite similar, seemed to help. Nicola
asked questions about being recorded but although she was anxious about it
at first seemed to forget about the tape recorder after a while
Hand activity didn’t work so well as led Nicola to comment “I can’t write
properly”, so I suggested she drew instead as I didn’t want to undermine her
confidence or take over by writing for her. Could perhaps extend using widget
symbols of feeling faces with other young people who struggle with writing.
Helping people cards prompted useful discussion around Nicola’s support
network and relationships with different professionals (e.g. police, carer,
remembered her support worker. Nicola also said she liked the cards, thought
photos worked better than pictures (had asked for photo of her social worker,
but no reply – too busy?)
Ecomap worked well – although I felt blank paper might have worked better
perhaps, as felt template limited discussion. Although it was interesting how
Nicola used circles to group people together e.g. brothers, sisters, teacher and
social worker v Bronfenbrenner! Also highlighted lack of friends??
My week tool – using widget symbols worked well (avoided need for writing –
see above). Nicola lit up when talked about riding and music, and seemed to
enjoy opportunity to talk about her interests, club, also prompted discussion
about been being bored at home and wanting to visit home town (placed out of
area fits with findings of other studies)
3 wishes – was dubious at first and felt should perhaps have left it out as Nicola
was in care, however it prompted a useful discussion about wishing she was
back with Mum (despite seeming accepting of reasons she is in care)
Reflections after listening back to recording
The first part of the interview was in her teachers’ office alone. Half way through
we moved into the classroom while J ate lunch. With hindsight moving into the
classroom was unhelpful as it: 1. Broke the flow of the interview 2. Was a more
public space as although we were alone the teaching assistant coming in and
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out which at times inhibited me from asking personal questions and Nicola also
seemed more anxious after we were interrupted. On reflection would be helpful
to try and do most interviews with YP at home if possible. Interviewing at school
meant I was unable to clarify/confirm issues with Nicola’s carer e.g. how long
in current placement? which Nicola was less clear about.
Despite the less than ideal environment and interruptions Nicola was able to
express herself well and was mostly animated and engaged when speaking.
She seemed quite accepting of not being with Mum but ambivalent – kept
coming back to it and talked also about her sisters – but also repeated 2 or
three times CP had been a good thing. Seemed sad wasn’t with her sisters and
seemed to lack close relationships.
As a researcher I had difficulties being relaxed asking open ended questions.
I felt I did too much reflecting back what Nicola had said with possibly a risk of
putting words in her mouth. Diid not always pick up on J’s cues eg about police
being helpful and could have explored this issue in more detail.
Reflecting back this may have been a result of my focus on making things OK
for Nicola (perhaps because I am used to being a practitioner, and felt a sense
of responsibility not to upset her). Although this was important in ethical/ moral
terms it also meant that some opportunities to explore issues and possibly
gather richer data were missed. Also a few times I interrupted Nicola and this
closing down some of her answers and possible opportunities to expand on
some issues. This meant some of her responses were more stilted than
otherwise might have been.
Overall, I felt Nicola was a relatively straightforward young person to interview.
Apart from time lag answering questions (perhaps due to learning difficulties)
she had clear views about child protection and in some ways the fact this
experience was some time in the past perhaps meant this experience was less
raw and this may have contributed to Nicola being more able to talk about/
reflect on meaning of the process in her life as a whole.
Next steps
• Need to decide how going to tweak interview materials. Overall tried
and tested worked best. Some will depend on individual young person,
speaking to parent/ carer beforehand)
• Need to focus on asking more open-ended questions e.g. can you give
me an example, and allowing young person time to answer fully and
resist interrupting
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Letter from Research Ethics Committee confirming the study’s ethical approval
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Debriefing Sheet
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Information Sheet for parents and carers
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Agreement form for Young Person (Easy read)

See us! Ask us! Listen to us!

Young Person’s Agreement Form
If I talk to Jane about my experiences
•

I understand that our talk will be recorded.

• I understand that our talk will be private.

No names

• I understand that I can stop or take a break at any time.
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If you understand the statements above, you now need to decide
whether you would like to take part in the project.
I have decided that I would like to talk to take part
Please put a circle round No or Yes.

No

Yes

Signed…………………………………………

Please print your name………………………
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Consent form for parents and carers

See me!Ask Me! Listen to me!

See me! Ask me! Listen to me!
Parent/carer Consent Form
Please tick
☐

I have read the information leaflet

☐

The research has been explained to me and my child

☐

I agree for my child to take part in the project

☐

I agree for my child’s interview/s to be recorded.

☐

I understand my child can leave the project at any time if they/we
change our mind.

☐

I understand that my child’s name will not be used and that they
will not be identified in any way in the report.

Name

……………………………………….

Date:

Signed

……………………………………….

Date:

Childs’ Name ……………………………………….
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Study information for managers and social workers

See us! Ask us! Listen to us!

See us! Ask us! Listen to us! Disabled young people and their families’
views about Child Protection Services.
My name is Jane Hernon. My PhD research explores
disabled young people and their families’ experiences
of living with disability and their views about their
involvement with Children’s Safeguarding Services.
I am supervised by Professors Marian Brandon and
Gillian Schofield, in the Centre for Research on
Children and Families, at the University of East Anglia.
Project Aims
The Munro Review of the Child Protection System (HM 2011) called for greater
focus on the views and experiences of children themselves and emphasised
their right to be involved in decision-making1.
There is a growing literature on this topic2, but few studies seeking the views of
disabled children and their families.
This is an important gap in knowledge given research consistently identifies
disabled children as being 3 to 4 times more likely to experience abuse.3 Little
is known about how well safeguarding services in the UK respond to the needs
of disabled children and their families4.
My project aims to explore disabled young people and their family’s views about
their lives and their experiences of children’s services involvement, e.g.
•
•
•
•

Growing up with a disability / Bringing up a disabled child
Knowledge and understanding of the child protection system
Being asked their views or having decisions explained to them
Priorities for support

Methods
•
•

I wish to interview disabled young people aged 11-18 and their families,
currently or previously the subject of a Child Protection Plan.
Young people in care, previously the subject of a Child Protection Plan

UNCRC (1989), Children Act (1989)
Cossar, Brandon and Jordan (2011), Woolfson et al (2010)
3 Jones et al (2012)
4 Stalker and McArthur (2010)
1
2
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•

I aim to recruit 20-25 disabled young people and their families via 3 Local
Authorities.
Consent
Young people who agree to take part will have consented willingly, after I have
explained to them and their parent or carer5 that:
•
•
•

The interview will be recorded
Their identity will be kept confidential6
They can withdraw from the study at any time.

Interviews
•
•
•

I will visit young people and their families in their homes (or location of
their choice) on one or two occasions.
Parents and young people will be interviewed separately about their
views and experiences.
Young people will take part in activity-based interviews7 to help them
express their views about their lives and receiving support.

Project Benefits
•
•

Each young person and their caregiver will be offered a £10 store
voucher for their time and a summary of project findings.
Project findings will be presented to practitioners and managers in each
local authority, who will be sent copies of project reports / articles.

Project Findings
It is hoped project findings will:
•
•
•

Add to current knowledge about disabled young people and their
families’ experiences of the child protection process
Identify and promote good practice
Improve practice and policy responses towards disabled young people
and their families

For more information or for a discussion about the project please contact me

Centre for Research on
Children and Families
UEA, Norwich NR4 7TJ

Tel: 07741 123572

J.Hernon@uea.ac.uk

The young person’s parent/carer will also be required to give their consent
Except where the young person indicates that they or another young person is at risk of harm. A protocol for reporting such
concerns to the Local Authority will be agreed at the start of the project
7Activities will be tailored to young people’s learning and communication needs
5
6
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Recruitment challenges and enablers
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Example of my week tool (completed by Rebecca)
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Example of 5 things about your social worker (Hand tool) – completed
by Jon
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Ecomap activity and ‘feelings’ faces used in interview with Ben (adapted
from communication passport at Short Breaks Unit)
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Questions used to guide writing of fieldnotes
Fieldnotes were completed as soon as possible after the interview. Questions
considered included:
1. What was the family home/residential placement like? What were
relationships like between participant and his or her caregivers, any
siblings or other staff or young people like?
2. What went well/ what didn’t go so well?
3. What issues could have been explored further? Including possible
reasons contributed to this not happening
4. Did any unexpected difficulties arise during the interview (were
participants upset/ angry/ were their issues of potential concern,
including whether these need to be passed on/discussed with
supervisor?
5. What were the main things that were important to this participant?
6. In what ways were the issues this participant raised similar or different
to previous participants?
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Example Fieldnote (following interview with Liam)
What was the home like?
My initial impressions were that the bungalows although modern looked drab
and a bit depressing. Arrived to be greeted by a YP who turned out to be Liam
and the duty manager. He said hello and she asked to see ID. She then showed
me into the lounge. The atmosphere seemed relatively homely, apart from
interjections about routine and staff arrangements.
Relationships with staff
I asked the staff about Liam and did they know him well. One had been working
there three months the other two. I joked that you get to know the ropes quickly.
The female staff member explained that she had previously worked with adults
with learning disability/challenging behaviour. She commented that the main
differences were with children you had to write more down, you were allowed
to restrain young people (adding that this was only as a last resort, after talking
down, using incentives etc) and the pay was better. I explained I had spoken
to a member of staff) and home manager previously about arranging the visit –
both have now left and apparently the locality manager is also leaving in 2
months. The duty manager also later said she did not often work in that unit –
although had clearly worked for the agency for some time as Liam remembered
her being on shift 4 years ago the day he had first arrived at EC as an
emergency (this seemed important to Liam and very poignant memory for him).
I checked out with staff about asking Liam about his family as was aware the
background was complex and he had very limited contact. They confirmed he
has contact only with his older brother. Staff said he did not have contact with
his sister because of allegations he had abused her in the past. They said he
rarely talks about his family but will sometimes mention Mum and Dad when
upset. He has also talked about things that have happened at home, which
staff write down in case this is new evidence. The member of staff commented
that it was hard to know whether it was all true or if Liam was making some of
it up. I found this interesting (a common dilemma) and also troubling.
What went well/ not so well
Liam then joined us so I was unable to explore what she meant. I found it hard
to guage Liam’s level of understanding at first as he said little. This was
probably because I was trying to explain the project and gain agreement but
Liam also seemed nervous at first. I used the symbol based information sheet
– and did ask if Liam if he could read – his literacy seemed at a fairly basic
level, although he was able to write his own name, read helping people cards,
etc but pictures still seemed more appropriate, also chose the simpler
stop/go/not sure cards
Liam was Ok to agree and I introduced the activities. Liam cleared the table
which I took to indicate his willingness to engage – but still said very little –
prompts from staff helped with this and as in earlier interview with another
young person helped me relax and to pitch the interview questions at the right
level. It is a process of trial and error and hard at times to avoid being
patronising. At times staff contradicted him, interrupted but he also engaged
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them by asking questions. I felt his answers would have been more stilted if
staff had not been present – interesting parallels in context of literature on
involving staff who are well known to YP aiding communication/ rapport
building. Liam did have a mild speech impairment but was mostly fairly easy to
understand and also patient.
Staff being present also allowed me to observe a clearer sense of Liam’s
position within the home and his relationship with staff. He seemed very
confident as indicated by his comments and behaviour during the interview,
however other behavioural traits, adjusting pen position (when this was in my
space, needing to be involved in decisions about seating arrangements
suggested to me his agency might be bordering on controlling related to
underlying anxiety?? – more positively may also indicate he feel able to exert
agency with staff and feels “at home and part of the team – staff seemed to
suggest he responds fairly well to boundaries (given he has challenging
behaviour) and seemed genuinely OK with incentives system.
Humour worked well as a strategy for maintaining/ creating engagement and
felt reciprocal – diffuses power/ interest imbalance
What issues could have been explored further? (possible reasons why)
Liam’s answers were mostly fairly short perhaps partly due to his mild
communication issues? I was reluctant to probe further about the CP process,
as he has vivid memories of being removed from home by the police. It is still
interesting, however that he said did not see SW as having a part in his removal
but this may indicate his concrete thinking because of his LDs – asking him
about CP conferences may have helped, however he also could not recall the
previous Sws name, although she did seem important to him.
What was important to Liam?
Liam appeared to value the good relationship with his current social worker and
how she involves him in meetings/ spends time getting to know him.
Liam was very distractable during the interview – seemed to have a strong need
to know what was going on, also wanted to get to Post office to buy a pepsi –
and seemed increasingly bored/ tired towards the end of the interview so
needed to stop. Lacked any clear sense of the future be simply because he is
14? Joked when saying goodbye that Liam needed to “look after the staff’ he
said he would make sure they behaved – he seemed to like this as after this he
shook my hand to say goodbye which seemed to me perhaps to suggest he
appreciate me respecting him and his ‘agency’.
Similarities and differences with other participants
Other younger participants have also given less of a sense of what they want
to do than those in transition). Liam gave a similar account to Hannah about
chairing his Looked after children’s meetings, asking questions of etc –
contrasts with other participants accounts of child protection meetings.
Appeared to value clear boundaries from staff in managing challenging
behaviour similar to another participant talking about her carer restricting
access to her iPad.
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Developing a Coding framework
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Example Memo
Reflections on Impact of being disabled and in care away from where birth
family live (interviews with Liam and Nicola)
Having looked at Liam and Nicola’s interviews I have observed similarities and
differences in terms of these young people’s experiences of
agency/participation and levels of surveillance and impact of living away from ,
which may or may not also be found in other interviews?? (e.g. Hannah?)
Humour – Agency?
Firstly humour is used a great deal, by both participant and others present
(myself as researcher) and carers (Liam). Reflecting on this it appears that
humour has a number of different purposes and meanings across both
interviews.
Thoughts on this include:
1. Demonstrating agency/ asserting control e.g." I'm not having a debate about
it", "open til te-er-n" "Let me tell you"
2. Marking a boundary
3. Means of engagement "did you sort them out?"
4. Negotiating shared meaning
5. Gaining attention "you're my favourite you are" "sau-sages"
6. Avoiding or deflecting painful realities I haven't: I burnt it (Liam), Isn't that a
bit too much now (Nicola)
Names significance, living in the present or avoiding pain e.g. Liam?
Both participants appear more likely to use names when the relationship or
place is of greater significance - although their are exceptions, e.g.s where use
of name or not seems more likely to indicate "concrete living in the present" or
perhaps to avoid difficult topic e.g. Mum and Dad mentioned by Liam once
(Hannah also explicit about not wanting talk Mum and Dad)
e.g. Nicola mentions Stevie unprompted twice but other sisters only once.
Doesn't mention town or county she lives in once, but mentions London
borough and area birth family live several times.
e.g. Liam does not use carers names, apart from favourites, doesn't mention
previous SW name - although say she is nice rather than just OK
During discussion about going to the football to see Local team play says
(where f hell is that?) but when talking about City where family live ( I haven't: I
burnt it), nearest larger city football team says don't know much about them)
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Participation
Nicola is frustrated by her lack of ability to influence decisions although she is
confident in expressing her views but seems to "know" also when it is worth
making a stand. She seems to expect to be thwarted in some areas, though
difficult to know if this is realistic - example of wanting to live with her sisters
although this clearly important to her identity seems to accept/not expect that
this dream "will come true" - Low aspirations
Nicola able to make everyday choices but several examples of her ability to
influence even everyday decisions strong sense of "requiring permission" e.g.
hope they might let me go outside" or depending on others availability it's up to
the foster carers. Sense of being in care of supervised contact as proscribing
family, but also other relationships e.g. boyfriend but not clear if this is to do
with disability or being in care - seem to operate in similar way e.g. Nicola
talking about disliking being popular, everyone says I'm special - but amount of
attention coming into care could also be what she means as school mentioned
is a special school where most of the pupils had similar level of LDs. But not
aware of specific sense of "looked after" identity in relation to peers being
mentioned by any of the participants.
Conversely Liam doesn't express same level of frustration, despite needing
greater "permission" to do what he wants. Seems to value "incentives" system,
as becomes quite animated at this point having been largely unresponsive
during the interview up until this point, sees this as a way of getting what he
wants "I need to earn it so I can go to the Post Office". He also doesn't bat an
eyelid when the carer asks what he wants for breakfast and in fact gives more
detail than required - "with choc-o-late. Other instances more suggest a need
to be in control e.g. tuning in and disappearing whenever something happens
or other conversations, knowing how many tins of spaghetti are in the cupboard,
trying to dictate seating arrangements on the trip to collect the company vehicle,
needing to know the time so he doesn't miss out on his post office trip. Also
important to keep in mind his adolescence - but many adolescence equally
resist intrusion - some evidence of this also - contradicting things carers put
forward e.g. swimming, city football shirt.
Liam also confident about influencing decisions made at LAC reviews and his
comment Who makes decisions "Me and my social workers" - although
ironically his ability to participate in the world out there and also to some extent
in the unit are heavily censored (most 14 year olds, even those in care wouldn't
think twice about a trip to the shops, at most they might tell you them were going
(unless they needed a lift, but he says "up the road" - but framed by other carer's
comment "I don't want him just wandering off" indicate the level of censure Liam
experiences - but he himself appears minimally frustrated by these and uses
these or finds his own ways to get what he wants.
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Examples of Thematic Map in Progress (paper and electronic maps for
Frustrated group from Findings Chapter 3)
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